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    In light of functional equivalence, this thesis intends to find out specific 
techniques of syntactic linearity in English-Chinese simultaneous interpreting of 
post-modifying clauses. To start with, it expounds on the necessity and feasibility of 
adopting syntactic linearity from effort model proposed by Gile (1995) and from 
linguistic, sociolinguistic and communicative perspectives. Then, in light of 
functional equivalence, which includes two core theories: a system with object, event, 
abstract, and relations as well as the use of kernel sentences, such techniques as 
conversion, segmentation, repetition, addition and substitution are deducted. 
Moreover, an empirical study is undertaken in order to verify the effectiveness of 
these techniques. A pre-test is first conducted to select two subjects that meet the 
following requirements: 1. Both of them can not effectively deal with E-C SI of 
PMCS; 2.They have similar language proficiency and cognitive memory capacity, two 
important yardsticks for interpreting competence. Then the experimental subjects are 
given 4 weeks and some self-training materials to acquire and internalize related 
techniques. This is followed by their SI of a PMC-loaded English speech. Through 
quantitative and qualitative analysis of collected data retrieved from the experiment, 
the following discoveries are made and their reasons are explored: 
1. Conversion, segmentation, repetition, addition and substitution help to boost 
the correctness of E-C SI of PMCs, as is shown by the experiment result that in a total 
of 20 major PMCs, the experiment subject gets 15 right (75%), while the number for 
control subject is 4 (20%); 
2. The above mentioned techniques also speed up the processing of interpreting 
of PMCS, as can be testified by the average perceptual speed of 1.1S and 3.5S 
respectively for the experimental subject and control subject. 
Based on the above analysis, the conclusion can be arrived at that conversion, 














This thesis attempts to provide insights into the theoretical and empirical 
implications of maintaining syntactic linearity in E-C SI of post-modifying clauses.  
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